kind needs to be able to explain just how strict and demanding this standard of practical rationality is supposed to be. On the one hand, it is clearly too demanding to insist that agents must always be able to be guided by available reasons-otherwise an agent could never be held responsible for failing to be guided by the available reasons. On the other hand, more is required than that the agent is occasionally or intermittently guided by her reasons. An agent of this kind is not reliably and regularly rational to qualify as a free and responsible agent. So some set of conditions needs to be found that avoids both these extremes. This is not, however, the problem that I am now concerned with. 2 Let us assume, with the proponents of compatibilist theories of rational self-control, that there is some account of these capacities that satisfies these various demands. We may call these the agent's RA capacities, as they provide for rational agency. This account still faces another important set of problems as presented by incompatibilist critics. One famous problem with classical compatibilist accounts of moral freedom ("doing as we please") is that agents of this kind could be manipulated and covertly controlled by other agents and yet, given the classical compatibilist account, still be judged free and responsible. This is, as the critics argue, plainly counterintuitive. Agents of this kind would be mere "puppets," "robots," or "zombies" who are "compelled" to obey the will of their covert controllers. Agents of this kind have no will of their own. They are not real or genuine agents. They only have the facade of being autonomous agents. When we discover the origins of their desires and willings-located with some other controlling agent-then our view of these (apparent) agents must change. The deeper problem with these (pseudo) agents, incompatibilists argue, is that although they may be "doing as they please" they have no control over their own will (i.e., they cannot shape or determine their own will). It is, therefore, an especially important question whether compatibilist accounts of rational self-control can deal effectively with objections of this kind. also work without impairing the agent's rational capacities but by controlling the way those capacities are actually exercised in particular circumstances. This sort of case is much more problematic for the compatibilist. Per hypothesis, the agent continues to operate with the relevant rational dispositions (recognition, reactivity, etc.) . The way that this capacity is actually exercised in particular circumstances-that is, whether the agent's conduct succeeds or fails to track the available reasons-is not under the agent's control, as this would require libertarian free will to act otherwise in identical circumstances. In normal circumstances, the explanation for success or failure will rest with natural causes that involve no external controller or manipulation. The incompatibilist objection, however, is that there could be a situation whereby the agent is controlled in this way and the compatibilist has no principled reason for denying that the agent is free and responsible. It follows, therefore, that compatibilist accounts of rational self-control cannot provide an adequate account of conditions of free and responsible agency. Agents who are manipulated and covertly controlled are obviously not free and responsible despite the fact that they may possess a general capacity for rational self-control of the kind that compatibilists have described.
Libertarianism and the Implantation Standard
According to incompatibilists, the problem with manipulation and covert control is one that indicates a more fundamental and general weakness in the compatibilist position. Following some prominent compatibilist accounts, let us assume that our power of rational self-control presupposes that the agent possesses some relevant "mechanism" M, whereby the agent who possesses M is able to recognize and react to reasons. 5 Incompatibilists argue that cases of implantation highlight aspects of compatibilism in relation to the way that M is acquired and operates that is problematic even when manipulation and covert control is absent (i.e., in the "normal case"). Let us assume that M may be "implanted" by natural, normal causal processes that involve no manipulation or covert control by other agents. Implantation of M in these circumstances is "blind" and without any artificial interference of any kind. What still troubles us about these cases is that although the agent may be a rational self-controller, she nevertheless lacks any control over the way these capacities are actually exercised in specific circumstances. Whether M is such that in conditions C the agent will succeed or fail to track the available reasons is not something that depends on the agent. Even in these "normal" cases the agent is still subject to luck regarding the way M is actually exercised in C. In order to avoid this problem the agent must be able to choose or decide differently in the very same circumstances. An ability of this kind-let us call it exercise control-would require the falsity of determinism and some kind of libertarian free will. What ought to bother us about manipulation and covert control, therefore, is not simply that some other agent decides how the agent's will is exercised in conditions C, but that the agent himself lacks any such ability or power. It is a matter of luck how his powers of rational self-control are actually exercised. Clearly, then, the lack of exercise control is not a problem that arises only in (abnormal or deviant) cases of manipulation and covert control. It may be argued that one way that compatibilists will be able to avoid this difficulty, without collapsing into libertarian metaphysics, is to give more thought to the problem of how M is acquired by the agent. That is to say, since the agent is held responsible for the upshots that issue from M (in particular circumstances), it surely must follow that the agent has some control over how M is acquired. Failing this, the agent will lack control not only over the particular way M operates in C, but also over the fact that it is this particular mechanism M that he is operating with. Another mechanism, M#, may produce a different upshot in C. The agent, on the suggested compatibilist account, has control over none of this. What is need, therefore, in the absence of exercise control, is some control over mechanism acquisition. The incompatibilist will argue, however, that the compatibilist cannot provide any plausible account of how this could be possible.
Although we can make good sense of having control over our actions on the basis of possessing some reasons-responsive mechanism (M), it is not at all obvious what it means to say that an agent controls the process of acquiring such mechanisms. The mechanisms that we acquire generally develop through a process of (moral) education that begins at a very early stage of life. For this reason, responsibility for the kinds of mechanism that children acquire and develop rests more plausibly on the shoulders of the adults who have raised the child. Moreover, even at a later stage (e.g., adolescence) when a person becomes able to think critically about the way his own deliberative capacities actually operate, there is little or no question of the agent being able to radically modify or reform the mechanisms that he is (already) operating with. Control of this kind is not available even to mature adults, much less younger children.
Let us concede, nevertheless, that we can make some sense of the suggestion that the mature agent has control over mechanism acquisition. This form of control must itself depend on the agent's ability to deliberate and decide about mechanism selection on the basis of some mechanism he already has. This situation presents compatibilist theory with a serious problem. The selection of some mechanism must be based on some mechanism that the agent currently operates with. This mechanism must be either chosen or given (i.e., through processes that the agent does not control). At some point, the mechanism involved in the process of mechanism acquisition must itself have been "unchosen" or presented to the agent through a process that he did not control (natural or artificial). Any choice concerning mechanism acquisition, therefore, must eventually depend on unchosen mechanisms-even on the optimistic assumption that mature agents are able to make choices of this kind. It is evident that incompatibilist criticism of compatibilist theories of rational self-control reach well beyond narrow worries about manipulation and covert control. The deeper worries that situations of this kind bring to light is that rational self-control provides no (final) control over mechanism acquisition, nor over the way that these mechanisms are actually exercised in specific circumstances (i.e., success or failure to track reasons in particular conditions is not open for the agent to decide). Given these criticisms, it follows that agents who operate with rational capacities of these kinds are subject to luck about what specific mechanism (M) they acquire and operate with, as well as luck about the way the mechanism they operate with is actually exercised. Although these problems are certainly manifest in manipulation cases, they are by no means limited to them. On the contrary, these problems of limited control and luck are systematic to all circumstances in which agents operate on the compatibilist rational self-control model. 6 Incompatibilist libertarians will be quick to contrast their own situation with respect to implantation and manipulation issues. Let us suppose that it is possible to artificially (intentionally) implant a mechanism of some kind that supports a libertarian capacity for free will. (Here again, the ontological basis of this mechanism is not our concern. There could be a biological basis for this or some soul-substance, and so on.) We may call a mechanism of this kind an ML mechanism. The fact that ML is implanted by another agent (God, a neurosurgeon, etc.) will not trouble the incompatibilist, because implantation as such will not compromise the agent's ability to operate with control over the way her rational capacities of deliberation and choice are actually exercised. Although the ML mechanism has been implanted by another agent, this does not make it possible to covertly control the implanted agent by means of this process. On the 8838_008.indd 153 5/3/2010 3:15:59 PM contrary, since the implanted agent possesses exercise control over the way this mechanism operates (i.e., controls the way reasons move her), the source or historical origins of ML is irrelevant to the way that the agent chooses to exercise her ML powers in specific circumstances. So long as the agent is capable of exercise control-then it is possible to set aside the issue of mechanism acquisition as irrelevant because there is no threat of manipulation or covert control. It is true, of course, that libertarian agents who operate with ML mechanisms could not themselves control the process of ML acquisition unless they first possessed some ML mechanism. It follows from this that even libertarian agents of this kind do not control the process by which they become capable of libertarian free will (this must be a "gift of nature" or "God-given," etc.). Nevertheless, as I have explained, whether the implantation process in this case involves natural (blind) processes or artificial (other agent) involvement is irrelevant. The nature of the mechanism implanted precludes manipulation and covert control. More importantly, it ensures that the agent is not simply "lucky" or "unlucky" in relation to the way reasons actually move her. Because the agent possesses an ML mechanism her will is truly her own. Her will is truly her own because (per hypothesis) she has the power to determine when and how reasons guide her conduct. That is to say, her will is truly her own not because she chooses to be a ML agent but because being an ML agent allows her to determine her own will.
The immediate significance of this libertarian response is that it serves to provide an alternative standard by which compatibilist theories may be judged. That is to say, the libertarian may argue that in the case of libertarian ML capacities it is possible to implant them without compromising the agent's freedom and responsibility. This is a standard, the incompatibilist argues, that the compatibilist cannot meet. Compatibilists cannot meet this standard because the implantation of reasons-responsive or rational self-control capacities (M) is consistent with the possibility of manipulation and covert control. Even if compatibilists reject worries about "luck" in relation to the way that these capacities are actually exercised, surely no compatibilist can allow that an agent is free and responsible in circumstances where she is being manipulated and covertly controlled by some other agent by means of some (abnormal) implantation process. 
Soft Compatibilism and History
Critics of libertarianism argue, as we know, that all efforts to make sense of libertarian powers that could deliver on exercise control run into problems of intelligibility and/or nonexistence. Even if this is true, however, the compatibilist is still left with the problem of manipulation and covert control. More specifically, compatibilists who rely on accounts of rational self-control need to take a stand on whether or not the presence of covert control and manipulation will necessarily compromise an agent's freedom and responsibility when it is clear that the agent's general powers of rational self-control are not impaired or damaged by this process. There are two different approaches that compatibilist may take to this issue. The first is that of the "soft compatibilist" who holds that the presence of manipulation or covert control by means of mechanism implantation rules out freedom and responsibility. 8 The difficulty that soft compatibilists face is that, on the account provided, we could find ourselves with two agents (P and P*) who have identical moral capacities and properties and deliberate, decide, and act in the very same way, and yet one is judged responsible and the other is not. The basis for this distinction rests entirely with the fact that one agent, P, has her deliberative mechanisms produced by natural (blind) causes, whereas the other agent, P*, has her deliberative mechanisms produced by some other agent. Though we may concede that there is some residual intuitive worry about P*'s circumstances, the question is on what principled basis can the soft compatibilist draw such an important distinction? It will not suffice for soft compatibilists to simply assume that the contrast in causal origins matters and then to construct an ad hoc set of principles to rule out manipulation and covert control cases. This leaves their position vulnerable to the criticism that they have failed to identify the real root difficulty in their position (i.e., that these agents lack exercise control). The most convincing soft compatibilist reply to this problem that I know of is provided by John Fischer and Mark Ravizza.
9 What they argue is that reasons-responsiveness or powers of rational self-control will not suffice for moral responsibility. This is because it is also necessary that agents own the mechanism they are operating with. The problem of manipulation and covert control concerns the issue of ownership, not that of the agent's capacity for rational self-control. Briefly stated, an agent owns the deliberative mechanisms that issues in her conduct only if it has the right history or causal origins. 10 When a mechanism is implanted by some other agent, using artificial techniques of some kind, "ownership" is compromised. On the other hand, when the mechanism is produced by means of normal causal processes, ownership is not compromised. In the case of artificial implantation involving deviant causal processes, the problem is not that the agent's rational self-control is compromised but that the agent does not own the mechanism that issues in her conduct. The question we now face is: does this appeal to ownership and history provide a secure basis for soft compatibilism? The first thing to be noted here is that there is no suggestion that ownership depends on control over mechanism acquisition or requires that the agent has somehow consented to the mechanism that she possesses and operates with. In fact, for reasons we have already considered, any requirement of this kind is highly problematic and will inevitably run into regress difficulties. Clearly, then, the distinction between acceptable and unacceptable processes of mechanism acquisition cannot depend on considerations of this kind. Nor is it obvious why one agent is said to own her own mechanism when it is naturally produced whereas the other does not because it has been artificially produced. In both cases the agents clearly possess these mechanisms and operate with them, and in neither case have they consented to or chosen their own mechanisms.
11
These considerations suggest that it remains unclear why anyone should care about the different histories of mechanism acquisition when the "current time-slice" properties of both agents P and P* are exactly the same. From the perspective of both the agent herself, as well as those she is engaged with in her moral community, there is no difference at all between P and P*. There is no ability one has that the other does not also have, and both agents exercise these abilities in the exact same way. In other words, from both the internal and external perspective these two individuals are "interchangeable" in respect of all powers and abilities that matter (per the compatibilist hypothesis) to moral responsibility. In the absence of some further explanation for why "history" matters, therefore, the soft compatibilist way of dealing with manipulation and covert control cases seems arbitrary and ad hoc. Given that the soft compatibilist position depends on placing weight on historical considerations, we may conclude (for our present purposes) that the soft compatibilist strategy fails.
Should Hard Compatibilists Just "Bite the Bullet"?
Where do these observations about contemporary compatibilist strategies that rely on accounts of rational self-control leave us? I think it is clear that compatibilist accounts of this kind face the following dilemma. Either they must provide a more convincing account of why the history or causal origins of reasons-responsive mechanisms matters, or they must accept that, since history is irrelevant, some version of hard compatibilism is the right course to take. I have explained that there is some reason to be skeptical about the prospects of the first alternative, so let us take a brief 
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look at the hard compatibilist alternative. Robert Kane has noted that hard compatibilists are willing to "bite the bullet" and so deny that the presence or theoretical possibility of covert control or manipulation in any way compromises an agent's freedom and responsibility. 12 This position certainly has some advantages when it comes to defending the compatibilist corner. One of these advantages is that it avoids a gap between libertarianism and compatibilism when it comes to the "implantation standard" that we considered above.
Recall that incompatibilist libertarians raised the following problem for compatibilist views. Compatibilist accounts of rational self-control exclude a power of exercise control, and because of this it is possible for the relevant mechanisms to be implanted in the agent by some artificial means that would permit manipulation and covert control. Granted that manipulation and covert control compromise an agent's freedom and responsibility, it follows that these compatibilist accounts fail to meet the implantation standard. In contrast with this, the implantation of libertarian deliberative mechanisms, which provide exercise control, will not leave any scope for manipulation or covert control by another agent. It is entirely irrelevant whether the libertarian mechanism is implanted by means of some natural, normal process or by some artificial intervention by another agent. Implantation in this case does not make possible manipulation or covert control. This opens up a significant gap between the two views-one that soft compatibilists have tried to close (unsuccessfully) by appealing to history.
The hard compatibilist response is to deny the (incompatibilist and soft compatibilist) assumption that manipulation or covert control necessarily compromises freedom and responsibility. Their claim is that, provided a suitably rich and robust account of moral capacity has been articulated and shown to be possible within compatibilist constraints (i.e., deterministic assumptions), then the mere fact that the agent may be covertly controlled or manipulated by this means is no more evidence that the agent is not free and responsible than it would be if natural, normal causal processes were at work and were the source of the agent's deliberative mechanisms. In other words, the hard compatibilist runs the argument in reverse. If we can provide a suitable account of rational self-control, where the relevant mechanism is not implanted by some other agent or a deviant causal process, it follows (since origins are irrelevant to the functioning of this mechanism) that, even if the mechanism has been implanted in a "deviant" manner that permits manipulation and covert control, there is no legitimate basis for denying that the agent is free and responsible. (E.g., if I discover later this evening that God, not nature, has implanted my deliberative mechanism and controls me through it, I still have no reason to change my fundamental conception of myself as a free and responsible agent. After all, I am unchanged and unaffected in all respects relating to my abilities, deliberations, and conduct. There is nothing I was able to do then that I cannot do after being informed about the causal history of my deliberative mechanism.) If we opt for compatibilism, therefore, we must accept the hard compatibilist implications that go with it. If we can't live with this, then we need to turn to incompatibilism and/or libertarian metaphysics to avoid these worries about manipulation and covert control.
My view is that this is the right general strategy up to a point. However, I want to suggest a significant amendment or qualification to this hard compatibilist alternative. Assuming that some suitably rich and robust account of moral capacity can be developed within compatibilist constraints, must we accept unqualified hard compatibilism? It is clear, I think, that there is something more to the basic intuition that covert control and manipulation compromise responsibility than the straight "bite the bullet" view allows for. It may be possible, however, to provide an alternative explanation for the source of our intuitive discomfort with this situation. We may begin by noting that the whole point of developing a theory of moral capacity is to describe the circumstances in which our moral sentiments of praise and blame, and the retributive practices associated with them, may be deemed appropriate or fair. 13 The basic idea here is that the agent who is held responsible is a legitimate target of the moral sentiments of other members of her moral community in virtue of possessing the relevant set of capacities and abilities (i.e., rational self-control causal story to be told about how A m * acquired the mechanism that she is operating with, but whatever it is (a natural or artificial process) all that matters is that A m * is rationally competent and B 1 does not control her.
The contrast in the relations between these individuals may be illustrated as shown in figure 8. Putting this point in the familiar language of P. F. Strawson, we may say that when the relationship between two individuals is one involving covert control (e.g., through deviant implantation procedures of some kind) then the participant stance on the side of the controller is compromised. The controller is not entitled to take a participant stance in circumstances where he (e.g., B
2 ) decides when reasons, criticisms, and so on succeed or fail to move the agent (e.g., A m *). For the controller to retain some commitment to the participant stance in these circumstances would clearly be fraudulent or self-deceptive. However, in the absence of any relationship of this kind (e.g., as with B 1 to A m *) the participant stance is not compromised. Granted, therefore, that A m and A m * are identical in respect of their capacity for rational self-control, there is no reason to treat one as responsible and the other as not responsible, unless the stance being taken is compromised by a relation of covert control (e.g., as in the case of B 2 but not B 1 ). If the hard compatibilist strategy is to succeed then it must, I suggest, draw some relevant distinction along these general lines.
A distinction of this kind will enable us to explain why manipulation and covert control is intuitively unsettling, without driving us away from the basic hard compatibilist stance. The position that I have suggested that compatibilists should take in relation to manipulation examples and circumstances of covert control may be described as "selective hard compatibilism." Selective hard compatibilism accepts that there is some basis to our intuitive worries arising from circumstances of manipulation and covert control. Unlike soft compatibilism, however, the selective hard compatibilist does not concede that agents in these circumstances are not responsible because of the (deviant or abnormal) "history" involved in the way they acquired their reasonsresponsive mechanisms. What is compromised in these cases is not the agent's responsibility, as such, but the legitimacy of the stance of holding an agent responsible on the part of those who covertly control him through the (deviant) implantation process. Assuming, however, that the agent's capacity for rational self-control is otherwise unimpaired by the process involved, the stance of those individuals who do not stand in the relation of controller to controllee is not affected or compromised by the agent's history of deviant implantation (i.e., in relation to others). Since the agent has all the time-slice properties and abilities of an agent who is fully responsible given a normal history (i.e., in the absence of manipulation and covert control) there is no relevant basis for refusing to take the participant stance toward an agent of this kind (e.g., A m *).
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Having explained the general principles of selective hard compatibilism, it will be useful to consider a few further examples in order to test our intuitions about such cases. Perhaps the most obvious example-one that has an established place in the history of philosophy-is the theological case involving God as a cosmic covert controller, through the act of divine Creation. On one side, some compatibilists have taken the "hard" view that conditions of (divine) covert control or manipulation do not compromise (human) freedom and responsibility. They deny, therefore, that it is intuitively obvious that if God creates this world and ordains all human action, then we cannot be held accountable to him or anyone else. 15 On the other side, there are compatibilists who are clearly less than comfortable with this position. We find, for example, that Hume, in a well-known passage, considers the implications of his own necessitarian doctrine for Christian theology. In particular, he considers the objection that if the series of causes and effects can be traced back to God, then it follows that God and not humans are responsible for any crimes that occur. 16 Hume's reply to this objection oscillates between the suggestion that in these circumstances God alone is responsible for all that flows from his act of Creation (since he is their ultimate "author") and the distinct view that in these circumstances God must share responsibility with humans for any actions that we perform. Hume, in other words, oscillates between hard and soft compatibilist commitments on this issue. 17 The source of Hume's discomfort is that he cannot concede, consistent with his general compatibilist commitments, that (blind) natural causes of an agent's character and conduct would compromise freedom and responsibility. At the same time, there is something "absurd" about the suggestion that God holds humans accountable (in a future state) for events that he ordains. Clearly the unqualified hard ("bite the bullet") response is not one Hume is willing to accept in this case. 18 Although I doubt that Hume was sincerely troubled by this issue, it should be clear that selective hard compatibilist principles provide a solution to this problem in a way that is consistent with Hume's irreligious intent on this topic. That is to say, the selective hard compatibilist view of this situation is that it is indeed illegitimate and inappropriate for God to hold humans accountable in these circumstances, insofar as God covertly controls us and all we do (as per the Creation hypothesis). On the other hand, this concession does nothing to compromise our basic (hard) compatibilist commitments. More specifically, it does not follow from the fact that God is in no position to hold us accountable that we are not (fully) accountable to our fellow human beings in these circumstances. Since we are not covertly controlled by other human beings, it is strictly irrelevant whether our conduct and character is ultimately determined by (blind) Nature or by (a personal) God. Nothing about our current abilities or our qualities of character and conduct is altered or affected either way. Therefore, to us (qua humans) this is not a consideration that fundamentally changes our relation with each other or compromises the participant stance that we take toward each other.
The incompatibilist and soft compatibilist critics may find this theological example less than convincing when we try to redescribe it in terms of purely human circumstances and conditions. For example, suppose that instead of God serving as a "global manipulator" we imagine a world like Walden Two, where individuals are "engineered" by the methods of implantation or some related technique adopted by the state for its "utopian" ends. 19 How will the principles of selective hard compatibilism fare in this situation? In cases like Walden Two, selective hard compatibilism draws the following distinction. Insofar as within human society there are covert controllers and those who are controlled by them, the former are not in any position to hold the latter responsible or take a participant stance toward them. Given their relationship, the participant stance is not appropriate, since it is the state controllers who are determining how their subjects deliberate, decide, and act (e.g., through controlled implantation procedures). Any stance of evaluation and criticism is, for them (the controllers), not in order. 20 However, on the assumption that the subjects of Walden Two are not related to each other in this way (i.e., they play no role in the process of implantation and covert control), and still possess unimpaired powers of rational self-control, no restriction of this kind applies. These individuals have every reason to continue to view themselves as free and responsible agents (as they would if they were created through the processes of blind nature) and to take the participant stance toward each other. In this way, and to this extent, within Walden Two conditions of freedom and responsibility will survive. As in the theological case of divine Creation, the subjects of Walden Two could wake up one morning and be told, by the relevant authorities, that they are all covertly controlled. Though they may well be surprised by this, they have no more reason to suddenly regard themselves as standing in fundamentally different relations with each other in respect of their 
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status as responsible agents than their theologically conditioned counterparts (or, indeed, than they would if they were informed that they are all determined products of blind, natural processes). In neither case do these agents find that their abilities or qualities have been altered or changed.
There is nothing that they were able to do yesterday that they cannot do today. What has changed is that these individuals will no longer view themselves as appropriate targets of moral sentiments in relation to the state authorities who control and condition them-since there is evidently something "absurd" about the authorities criticizing and condemning agents whom they are covertly controlling.
The incompatibilist and soft compatibilist may remain unconvinced and argue that the chosen examples continue to obscure the real problems here. In both the divine Creation and Walden Two examples we are presented with circumstances of global manipulation, whereby all agents (i.e., "normal" or "ordinary" agents) are being covertly controlled. However, if we consider an isolated individual case of covert control, our intuitions may change. Viewed from this perspective, the case of an artificially designed agent who is covertly controlled by his creator is obviously problematic. Let us call cases of this sort "Frankenstein-type examples," in order to highlight this familiar and "troubling" theme in both literature and film. 21 Cases of this kind, it may be argued, make clear that something "abnormal" and "disturbing" is taking place. Surely, our critic continues, no one will claim that Frankenstein-type agents, as described, can be viewed as free and responsible. "Biting the bullet" in cases of this kind is an act of philosophical despair-or at least a sign of an inability or unwillingness to think imaginatively about cases of this kind.
The first thing we must do, in order to get clear about the significance of these Frankenstein-type examples, is to eliminate features of the example that are strictly irrelevant or misleading. 22 In the first place, it is important to note that the moral qualities of the covert controller may vary-they may be good, evil, or mixed. (The same is true in cases of global manipulation, as described above: e.g., either God or the Devil may rule the world.) The case, as described, leaves this issue open. Second, the literature concerned with examples of this kind often suggest not only the shadow of evil manipulators operating in the background, they also typically conjure up the image of a "monster" or "freak" who serves as the agent involved (e.g., as in Frankenstein). However, cases of this kind are strictly irrelevant since, per hypothesis, we are concerned with individuals who have time-slice properties that are entirely "normal" and present them as otherwise fully 8838_008.indd 163 5/3/2010 3:16:00 PM functioning and complete agents (i.e., in the absence of any worries about manipulation and covert control). With these distortions removed, we are now in a better position to test our intuitions about such cases and the intuitive force of the principles of selective hard compatibilism. Clearly, selective hard compatibilism does not license any unqualified hard compatibilist approach to these cases. The individual who covertly controls the agent is in no position to take up the participant stance toward this individual-no matter how "complex" or "robust" the capacities and qualities of the (created) agent may be. Having said this, similar constraints and limitations do not apply to other individuals who stand in a relevantly different relation to the agent ("Frankenstein"). Given that the agent is not in any way impaired in his powers of rational self-control (i.e., he is not "abnormal" or "monstrous" in time-slice terms), and he is not covertly controlled by these other individuals, then the agent remains an appropriate target of their reactive attitudes. For these individuals, therefore, the participant stance is not ruled out or compromised simply on the ground that some other individual covertly controls him. From the perspective on other noncontrolling individuals, it is immaterial whether the agent's mechanism M is blindly implanted by Nature or implanted by a covert controller. How the agent functions, and how he relates to those of us who do not covertly control him, is entirely unaffected. Indeed, the case for selective hard compatibilism may be put in stronger terms. Any policy that demands that this agent be treated with a systematic "objective" attitude, simply on the basis of the origins of his (artificially implanted) mechanism, is itself intuitively unfair. Such a policy fails to recognize and acknowledge the agent as an agent and treats this individual as if he lacks capacities that he clearly possesses (and as such constitutes a form of discrimination). 23 Our critic may persist that the relevant points have still not been covered. Consider, for example, discovering that you are a creation of Dr. Frankenstein and that he has implanted you with some mechanism M and thereby covertly controls you. Even if you do not assume that Dr. Frankenstein is evil, and you accept that this discovery in no way implies that you have suddenly been transformed into a "monster" of some kind (i.e., as judged by time-slice criteria), surely there remains something deeply disturbing about this discovery from the point of view of the agent? More specifically, what we find disturbing about this situation has nothing to do with the stance of the people who may or may not hold the agent responsible; it has everything to do with how the agent must regard himself. If there is something about the discovery that we find disturbing, from the agent's point of view, it must be judged in relation to cases where the mechanism M has been blindly implanted by natural processes and there is no possibility of covert control. So the relevant question we should be asking in this situation is: what does the agent have to worry or care about in these circumstances? The agent may well find the discovery of a history of artificial implantation and covert control disturbing on the ground that the moral qualities of the covert controller will indeed matter to the way that he functions and operates as an agent. In respect of this issue, the agent may be lucky or unlucky. Naturally, in these circumstances the agent would want to be created and controlled by a benevolent and good creator (just as in the parallel theological situation we would prefer that God and not the Devil is arranging the order of things). In general, if we are being covertly controlled the best we can hope for is a controller who directs our reasons-responsive capacities in some desirable way, as judged from our own point of view and that of those other individuals who must deal with us. Notice, however, that an agent who is blindly implanted through natural processes, without any possibility of covert control, will also have a parallel worry about whether he has been lucky or unlucky in the way these (blind) forces of nature shape his character and conduct. He will want to discover what these forces are and he will hope that they are benign and not malevolent in their outcomes (i.e., as judged from his own point of view and that of the people he is dealing with). 24 It is clear, then, that the agent's discovery that he has been implanted and is covertly controlled will raise some distinct issues for him-concerns that do not arise in the "normal" case. However, it is by no means obvious that this discovery must lead the agent to cease viewing himself as a free and responsible agent. On the contrary, if he thinks carefully about his situation he will see that his (time-slice) capacities are not changed or impaired in any way. Moreover, any worries he may have about the (artificial) causal factor that conditions and directs the process of mechanism acquisition have clear counterparts in the case of agents who are subject to a process of blind, natural implantation-such as he took himself to be until the moment of discovery. Finally, the agent in question may also recognize that his situation does not necessarily leave him worse off than his "normal" counterpart who is not covertly controlled. It may well be that the "normal" agent is (deeply) unlucky in the natural causes that shape the process of mechanism acquisition, whereas it remains an open question whether the agent who is implanted and covertly controlled is lucky or unlucky. Nothing about the agent's circumstances, as described,
5/3/2010 3:16:00 PM determine this issue, and it is this issue that the agent has most reason to care about. These observations suggest that when Frankenstein-type scenarios are accurately described, they are not disturbing in any way that implies that the agent involved must lose all sense of himself as a free and responsible individual (i.e., not unless he has similar reason for this worry based on blind implantation processes). Faced with these observations, the critic may try one last maneuver. If we turn to our perspective as observers in these circumstances-where we are neither controller nor controlleewe may find the principles of selective hard compatibilism are unconvincing. According to this position, the critic continues, conditions of covert control are relevant only to the individual who actually covertly controls the agent. More specifically, this situation is otherwise irrelevant to all third party observers, since they can continue to take up the participant stance unconcerned about the circumstances of convert control. Surely the knowledge that an agent has been artificially implanted by another individual, who covertly controls him on this basis, cannot be dismissed as irrelevant to our attitude and (third-party) perspective on this agent. Once this relationship becomes transparent it will matter to us-in our capacity as observers.
Once again, this line of objection is mistaken. For reasons made clear in my earlier replies, it may be important for us to know that an agent is artificially implanted and covertly controlled, given that the moral nature of the controller (e.g., the aims and purposes involved) will indeed matter to us-just as this will also matter to the agent. The covert control may be benign and benevolent, or it may not. We certainly have reason to care about that. At the same time, however, even if no artificial implantation or covert control is present, we have good reason to care about and investigate the blind, natural causes that may condition and shape the agent's powers of rational self-control. The nature of these causal origins, and the character of the upshots that they bring about, will matter to us either way. It is, therefore, a mistake to think that because we have reason to care (and worry) about whether an agent is being covertly controlled, and what the character and purposes of his covert controller may be, it follows that we cannot view this individual as a responsible agent. No such conclusion is implied, any more than it follows that because we care about the nature of the blind causal forces that may shape and condition an agent's mechanism we must cease to view him as a free and responsible individual. The observer or third-party interest in both cases is similar. Whether the process involved is artificial or natural-whether it leaves open the possibility of 8838_008.indd 166 5/3/2010 3:16:00 PM covert control or not-the agent continues to enjoy the same capacities and abilities either way. Nor is our own relationship with the agent changed or altered in any relevant way by this discovery. We have, therefore, no relevant grounds for abandoning the participant stance toward this individual simply on the ground of the history of artificial implantation and covert control (i.e., unless we also entertain some further skeptical doubts about the implications of any process of implantation, be it blind or covertly controlled). In these circumstances all that has changed is our specific understanding of the particular history involved in the agent's mechanism acquisition-something that is of interest and importance to us (and the agent) whether covert control is involved or not. The examples that we have considered in this section make clear that selective hard compatibilism involves a distinct set of commitments from those of either soft or hard compatibilism. Unlike hard compatibilism, selective principles acknowledge that circumstances of implantation and covert control have implications that are relevant to issues of responsibility. The way that it interprets these issues is, however, very different from the soft compatibilist approach. Whereas the soft compatibilist follows the incompatibilist in holding that responsibility in these circumstances is systematically undermined, the selective hard compatibilist maintains that what is compromised is not the agent's responsibility as such, but the legitimacy of the stance of holding the agent responsible on the part of those who covertly control him. Beyond this, however, there is no general failure of responsible agency. It follows from this that compatibilist accounts of rational self-control cannot be said to fail simply on the ground that they permit covert control (i.e., just as orthodox hard compatibilists have maintained). In this way, selective hard compatibilism blocks the fundamental conclusion that incompatibilists are anxious to establish-a conclusion that motivates soft compatibilist attempts to add historical requirements to conditions of responsible agency.
Nothing Too Hard to Swallow-Some Final Thoughts
Let us now review the argument of this essay. We began with a discussion of the problems that contemporary compatibilist theories of rational selfcontrol face when presented with cases of implantation and covert control by another agent. One way of trying to deal with this problem is to embrace soft compatibilism and accept that situations of this kind do indeed compromise the agent's freedom and responsibility. The soft compatibilist claims that what this shows is that we must also care about the 8838_008.indd 167 5/3/2010 3:16:00 PM "history" involved in the way that we have acquired our reasons-responsive dispositions. Considerations of this kind, they suggest, will allow us to draw the relevant distinctions we need to make in this area. I have expressed skepticism about this approach on the ground that it remains unclear why, on this account, we should care about the agent's history when it makes no difference to the way that the agent actually deliberates, decides, and acts. Having the "right" history does not provide any form of "enhanced freedom," nor will it satisfy incompatibilist worries about having effective control over the process of mechanism acquisition (i.e., given regress problems, etc.).
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Granted that the strategy of soft compatibilism based on history fails, we must choose between incompatibilism and some form of hard compatibilism. The hard compatibilist accepts the "implantation standard": any adequate account of the capacities associated with freedom and moral responsibility must be such that they could be implanted by either natural or artificial processes without compromising the agent's standing as free and responsible (this being a standard that libertarians claim they are able to satisfy). The obvious difficulty for the hard compatibilist, however, is that this seems to open up the door to covert control and manipulation. I have argued that it will not do for hard compatibilists to simply "bite the bullet" on this issue. Something more plausible must be said about the basis of our intuitive discomfort with this situation and why we resist this suggestion.
The strategy I have defended involves drawing a distinction between those who can and cannot legitimately hold an agent responsible in circumstances when the agent is being covertly controlled (e.g., through implantation processes). What is intuitively unacceptable, I maintain, is that an agent should be held responsible or subject to reactive attitudes that come from another agent who is covertly controlling or manipulating him. This places some limits on who is entitled to take up the participant stance in relation to agents who are rational self-controllers but are nevertheless subject to covert control. 26 In this way, what is compromised by conditions of covert control is not the responsibility of the agent as such. It is, rather, the participant stance of those other agents who covertly control him. Clearly it is possible to establish these specific limits on who can hold these agents responsible without denying that the agents themselves remain free and responsible. When we take this approach we will find that we are no longer faced with an unattractive choice between simply "biting the bullet" or having to "spit it out." All we need to do is chew carefully, until there is nothing left that we find too hard to swallow. 10. Fischer and Ravizza (1998) describe this required history in terms of a process of "taking responsibility." There are, they maintain, three required conditions for this process. The first begins with a child's moral education, as she comes to see herself "as an agent" (1998, 208, (210) (211) 238) . At this stage the child sees that certain upshots in the world are a result of her choices and actions. When this condition is satisfied, the child is then in a position to see herself as "a fair target for the reactive attitudes as a result of how [she] exercises this agency in certain contexts" (211). Finally, Fischer and Ravizza also require that "the cluster of beliefs specified by the first two conditions must be based, in an appropriate way, on the evidence" (238). As I explain, my general doubt about a historicist approach of this kind is that it fails to show that the agent has any (final) control over the process of mechanism acquisition-and to this extent it fails to answer incompatibilist objections. I discuss these issues in more detail in Russell 2002b.
11. The account of "ownership" that Fischer and Ravizza (1998) provide is one that leans on the analogy of Nozick's (Lockean) historical entitlement conception of justice (see Fischer and Ravizza 1998, ch. 7; cf. Nozick 1970, esp. ch. 7) . The general idea, in both cases, is that ownership of something (e.g., a "mechanism") depends on the historical process involved (as opposed to "current time-slice" considerations). That is to say, what matters to ownership is the way something was acquired.
The difficulty with this analogy, as it relates to Fischer and Ravizza's "soft compatibilism," is that on a Nozickean/Lockean theory of property, individuals may (legitimately) come to own property through processes that do not necessarily involve their own activities or consent (e.g., gift, inheritance, etc.). In these circumstances ownership is possible even though the person concerned did not choose the property or select the mechanism-and so may view what is owned as imposed upon him. In general, from the point of view of the analogy with Nozickean/Lockean property theory, mechanism ownership is entirely consistent with a lack of control over acquisition.
12. Kane 1996, 67 . Among the more recent and valuable defenses of "hard com- 13. See, e.g., Wallace 1994, 5-6, 15-16, 93-95. 14. In the language of P. F. Strawson, we may say that B 2 must take an "objective,"
not a "reactive," stance to A m * (cf. Strawson 2003, esp. sect. iv) . Since B 2 is manipulating A m * by deciding when and which reasons will or will not move A m *, it would 8838_008.indd 170 5/3/2010 3:16:00 PM P. Russell and interesting ways, and each deserves consideration in its own right. Nevertheless, my primary concern in this essay is not to provide a series of refutations of these various historicist/externalist strategies but rather to sketch an alternative compatibilist approach that avoids the need for any historicist/externalist commitments (and also avoids simply "biting the bullet").
26. Josh Knobe has suggested to me (in correspondence) that this general conclusion of "selective hard compatibilism" receives some significant support from experimental data. More specifically, the data concerned show that people who stand in different relationships to the agent have different views about whether or not the agent is morally responsible. One way of reading this is that they just disagree with each other about whether or not the agent really is responsible. However, another way of interpreting the data is that although everyone agrees about the agent's moral status, they also believe that the agent may be held morally responsible by some but not by others (i.e., depending on their relationship). For more on this see Knobe and Doris forthcoming.
